**Metal Roof Dektite**

1. Measure for correct pipe size
2. Choose pipe opening and trim
3. Slide flashing over Pipe using water
4. Form flashing to roof profile
5. Trace Flashing
6. Apply Sealant
7. Fasten flashing to complete

**Mushroom Cowl**

Place cowl on top of clip-seam pipe and join together. Best to rivet it and seal it.

**Tiled Roof Dektite**

1. Measure for correct pipe size
2. Pull tab design to connect pipe size
3. Apply sealant to back of flashing
4. Remove shingle around pipe and slide flashing over pipe
5. Flatten the lead sheet and then place upper edge of base underneath the tiles, forming an antecipatory fold
6. Hand-dress the lead apron for a professional finish